Using lymphoscintigraphy as a prognostic tool in patients with cancer
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Abstract: Early detection of metastatic involvement of lymph nodes is one of the greatest difficulties faced by the physicians. In the last few centuries, the lymphatic system has become an important field of interest in oncology. The lymphatic system functions in two opposing ways in cancer: defense against circulating tumor cells, and, on the other hand, a route for metastasis and a site of tumor growth when the defense mechanism fails. The significant impact of lymphatic dissemination on the staging, treatment, and outcome of solid cancers has stimulated investigations aimed at gaining more insight into several aspects of the lymphatic system. Its application in oncology has evolved in the last 50 years fostered by the recognition of the relationship of lymph node metastases to prognosis in several types of malignant tumors. Lymphatic mapping also offers the opportunity for repetitive studies undertaken for evaluation of the patient during follow-up, thereby offering early evidence of recurrence of the disease. More recent and widespread applications of lymphoscintigraphy form the basis for biopsy of the sentinel lymph node in patients with solid cancers. This article reviews the applications of lymphoscintigraphy in the current diverse oncologic clinical indications for the assessment of secondary lymphedema related to oncologic treatments and sentinel lymph node lymphatic mapping.
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Introduction

Early detection of metastatic involvement of lymph nodes is one of the greatest difficulties faced by the physicians. The lymphatic system comprises a complex network of ducts and nodes distributed throughout the human body. It exhibits a remarkable variation similar to other anatomical structures such as the arterial or venous system. However, in contrast to the blood circulation, lymphatic flow is unidirectional. Lymph is similar to blood plasma and contains immune cells as part of the defense against microorganisms. Moreover, the excess of interstitial fluid returns to the blood circulation via the lymphatic system.

In the last few centuries, the lymphatic system has become an important field of interest in oncology. The lymphatic system functions in two opposing ways in cancer: defense against circulating tumor cells, and, on the other hand, a route for metastasis and a site of tumor growth when the defense mechanism fails. The significant impact of lymphatic dissemination on the staging, treatment, and outcome of solid cancers has stimulated investigations aimed at gaining more insight into several aspects of the lymphatic system.

Lymphoscintigraphy, that is, image mapping of lymph node basins and flow, represents one of the oldest applications of the radioactive tracer method. As early as
1953, Sherman and Ter-Pogossian described the nodal uptake of radiolabeled gold, following interstitial administration.1

This nuclear medicine imaging procedure provides information about the functional status of this system (lymph vessels and lymph nodes). It was originally introduced in clinical practice for identification of the causes of peripheral edema or for characterization of patients with lymph effusions. Thus, lymphoscintigraphy has been proved to be accurate for showing disturbances of the lymphatic system, mainly in the limbs.2,3

This technique reveals the major lymph vessels and demonstrates the absence or delayed lymph flow and reflux zones (backflow). Lymphoscintigraphy can reveal abnormalities of lymph uptake in nodes and can predict therapy response.4

On the other hand, its application in oncology has evolved in the last 50 years stimulated by the recognition of the relationship of lymph node metastases to prognosis in several types of malignant tumors. Thus, nodal disease as secondary to a malignant tumor is not only a prognostic marker, because it signals disease extension, but it could also act as a reservoir of malignant cells, which might, in turn, be a source of visceral metastases.5

For example, in those scenarios where therapy can be aggressive, lymphoscintigraphy provides the possibility of identifying some alterations in lymphatic nodes due to metastatic involvement that would have a remarkable impact on the clinical outcome. The identification of these alterations allows introducing more aggressive treatment schedules, which may result in a better survival. One classical example has been the utilization of this test to assess the inner mammary chain nodes as a prognostic factor in breast cancer.6

Lymphatic mapping can be repeated during the patient’s follow-up to search for early proof of recurrence. More recent and widespread applications of lymphoscintigraphy form the basis for radioguided biopsy of the sentinel lymph node (SLN) in patients with solid cancers. This article reviews the applications of lymphoscintigraphy in the current diverse oncologic clinical indications for the assessment of secondary lymphedema related to oncologic treatments and SLN lymphatic mapping.7

**Lymphedema**

Lymphedema is a disease of the lymphatic system, where fluid accumulates in the interstitial space, resulting in swelling, adipose tissue hypertrophy, and fibrosis.8

This entity is classified into primary or secondary lymphedema. Primary lymphedema is provoked by a congenital alteration (anatomical or functional) in the lymphatic system. Secondary lymphedema, the most frequent one, is caused by trauma, infectious disorders (mainly parasitic), surgery, or radiation in lymphatic vessels and nodes. One of the most frequent lymphedema appearances can be seen in patients with breast cancer following lymphadenectomy and/or radiotherapy treatment.9–11

Damage to the lymph-conducting pathways may occur secondary to any number of causes originating primarily outside the lymphatic system. In chronic venous insufficiency, as in postthrombotic syndrome, most of the interstitial fluid cannot return to the heart because of the obstructed veins. As a result, the volume in lower extremity lymphatics increases in order to compensate for the venous occlusion. This function of the lymph vessels continues until the lymphatic valvular mechanism becomes insufficient; then reflux appears, swelling of the limb increases, and ulcers develop. However, parasitic lymphedema is the most common cause of lymphedema worldwide. On the other hand, lymphedema frequently coexists with lipedema (bilateral and symmetrical inflammation of the lower extremities).

Secondary lower limb lymphedema is a frequent drawback of regional lymphadenectomy procedures or radiation therapy in gynecological malignancies. In these patients, lymphedema is chronic and, with some different severity grades, may result in mobility alterations, joint contractures, sensation disturbance, infection, and unpleasant appearance.12,13

The most common cancers in which treatment gives rise to lower limb lymphedema are melanoma, sarcoma, and pelvic tumors (including those of the cervix, uterus, and prostate); it is remarkable that cancer developed in pelvic cavity and sarcomas can present lymphedema. Disruption of the lymphatic channels (either from elective surgery or by accident) must be important to develop lymphedema due to the highly efficient regenerative potential of lymphatics. It is, probably, the failure of lymphatics to regenerate and reanastomose within fibrotic and altered tissue from irradiation that is responsible for lymphedema secondary to cancer treatment.

Upper arm lymphedema can be expected following axillary clearance and/or radiation therapy for breast cancer. The lymphedema incidence related to breast cancer ranges from 6% to 30% and increases with additional radiation therapy. Lymphedema is generally localized in the ipsilateral arm of the breast surgery, and this complication seems to be higher in those patients with elevated peripheral blood vascular filtration rate.14,15

A relationship between the number of lymph nodes harvested and the presence of lymphedema has not been clearly
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Therefore, early diagnosis and treatment to avoid progression of the illness and its side effects are necessary. Lymphoscintigraphy is an imaging modality used to diagnose the presence of a lymphatic node and characterize its severity as well as for the assessment of post-therapeutic results (Figure 1).\textsuperscript{17,18}

Lymphoscintigraphy can be useful to predict response to therapy in patients with early stage extremity lymphedema. Quantitative lymphoscintigraphy is used to evaluate the seriousness of lymphatic impairment in upper extremity lymphedema after surgery as well as the therapeutic result in patients with leg lymphedema.\textsuperscript{19,20}

Some studies demonstrated that the presence and gravity of dermal backflow on the lymphoscintigraphy are a prognostic indicator of bad response to therapy (Figure 1C).\textsuperscript{18,21}

**Methodology for assessing lymphedema with lymphoscintigraphy**

Injection of radiotracers with subsequent lymphoscintigraphy has been a pivotal study for the assessment of lymphatic system since the 1950s. This technique requires intradermal or subcutaneous injection of the radiotracer. Table 1 summarizes the clinical applications of lymphoscintigraphy.

Currently, \textsuperscript{\textsubscript{99m}}Tc-labeled tracers such as antimony sulfide colloid, sulfur colloid, albumin colloid, and human serum albumin are the most used agents, and their use depends on the availability in each country.\textsuperscript{22}

The large particle size of unfiltered \textsuperscript{\textsubscript{99m}}Tc-sulfur colloid implies a low rate of absorption and slow progression to the nodes, requiring prolonged times for imaging. Thus, \textsuperscript{\textsubscript{99m}}Tc-filtered sulfur colloid (particle size <100 nm), commonly used in the USA for lymphoscintigraphy, is inexpensive, has a satisfactory safety profile, but also has its own disadvantages (<5% is absorbed from the injection site and its progression from the area of subcutaneous administration is slow). To

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|}
\hline
**Table 1** Applications of lymphoscintigraphy \\
\hline
Differential diagnosis: Differentiation of the lymphatic system from vascular edema, myxedema, and lipedema \\
Evaluation: Assessment of lymphatic channels and lymphatic mapping \\
Identification: Location and depiction of sentinel nodes from various malignancies \\
Quantitation: Lymph flow quantitation \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textbf{Figure 1} Lower limb lymphoscintigraphy.

\textbf{Notes:} The images show different lymphedema stages. Collateral circulation (A), lymphatic leakage (B), and dermal backflow (C).
avoid this problem, filtering sulfur colloid using 0.1 μm filter yielded a stable particle size of <50 nm with great similarity with the antimony trisulfide colloid used in Australia and other countries. Albumin nanocolloid, mostly used in Europe, has a reasonable high homogeneous colloid size distribution (95% is <80 nm), and it is easy to label with $^{99m}$Tc.  

Subcutaneous and intradermal injections are commonly performed in studies of superficial lymphatics of the extremities. Mostbeck and Partsch compared both injections of $^{99m}$Tc-albumin nanocolloid and found that subcutaneous injections obtained more reliable results.  

The administration of noncolloidal agents ($^{99m}$Tc-human serum albumin) by intradermal injection shows a quick lymphatic transport, with a rapid assessment and better quantification of lymphatic flow.

The use of this approach (intradermal injection) in patients with primary lymphedema of lower extremity demonstrated a slow uptake. On the contrary, the uptake in lymphatic nodes was nearly normal in those patients with secondary lymphedema (although the use of subcutaneous injections suggested lymphatic obstruction). Therefore, there is still some controversy about which approach is best, although it has been reported that the subcutaneous way of injection is preferred for the colloidal agents.  

Injection of radiotracers in the subfascial area is frequently employed for the assessment of the deep system in the limbs. This injection is performed in the soles or in palms.

The bicompartimental lymphoscintigraphy (subcutaneous + subfascial) may be preferable for differentiation of the mechanisms of limb edema. A 4×7–9 MBq injection with <1 mL of volume each is split into the space between the digits of the hands or the feet. Both extremities are injected because one of them serves as control for that with lymphedema.  

A whole-body imaging is recommended. A flood source is generally used for the depiction of body contour. The results are acquired at 10 minutes of injection and at 1–2 hours and 4–6 hours after the injection.

### Visual versus quantitative assessment

Interpretation of the lymphoscintigraphic images may be performed by visual assessment or by means of a quantitative approach. In general, lymphoscintigraphy is a simple technique with flow patterns of normality, which are easily interpretable (symmetry versus asymmetry visualization), collagen vessels, dermal backflow, lymph nodes in lymphatic basins (number, size, and uptake of radiotracer) or the presence of lymph nodes in the deep lymphatic system (ie, popliteal and elbow nodes), and altered radiotracer accumulation due to extravasation, lymphocele, or lymphangiectasia.

In abnormal lymphatic flow and lymphedema, different patterns may be observed: the presence of dermic backflow, asymmetry alteration in the groin or axillary lymph nodes, evidence of collateral pathways, visualization of in-transit lymph nodes (in ankle, popliteal fossa, or in the elbow), and the absence of tracer migration. The patterns of abnormality vary and do not seem to present the same diagnostic value.

Lymphoscintigraphic visual assessment has been reported to have a high diagnostic performance, with a minimally invasive technique and discomfort. Absence of tracer migration from the injection site, presence of dermic backflow, and asymmetry of the inguinal/axillary lymph nodes were described to be the issues with the greater diagnostic precision of this technique. On the other hand, lymphoscintigraphic study can be performed after a “stress” intervention with the aim to increase the lymphatic flow (eg, changes in temperature, physical effort, or a given pharmacologic product). However, this approach is not generally used. In the lower extremities, stress actions include walking, standing, massage, treadmill, or cycling. In the arms, pressing and squeezing of a ball or massage are employed.  

After this selected activity (lasting ∼20 minutes), the patient is imaged again. When the lymph node appearance or the tissue clearance of the tracer change is observed, it means that a response to the stress intervention has been obtained. The lymphatic flow may be quantified, and it is very sensitive to the diagnosis of lymphatic alterations, although a quantitation of regional lymph node cumulative uptake is preferred.  

The quantitative studies take into consideration drawing regions of interest on injection sites and axillary/inguinal nodes to quantify the tracer accumulation on these nodes and the radiopharmaceutical clearance from the injection site.

Regions of interest are performed on the early and delayed images, and a comparison between them is obtained with an equation for the radiotracer clearance and nodal uptake.

In general, studies reported no differences in radiotracer clearance, and the discrimination between healthy patients and patients with lymphedema using the clearance from the injection site was not possible. On the other hand, regional
smaller lymph node uptake of radiotracer was present mainly in the strongly altered lymphatic flow.

Some reports demonstrated that this quantitative analysis improves the sensitivity and specificity of lymphoscintigraphy in diagnosing lymphedema.\textsuperscript{33,34} Weissleder and Weissleder studied 308 lymphedema extremities in a qualitative and quantitative way. Their results demonstrated that qualitative analysis confirmed lymphedema in 70% of cases. However, quantitative approach demonstrated functional lymphatic abnormalities in all cases. Qualitative analysis missed mild, grade I limb lymphedema in 30% of extremities.\textsuperscript{35} The data obtained suggest that the quantitative method may be a more sensitive approach to differentiate normal patients or those with mild lymphedema.

However, the study results including a high number of subjects consider that neither the lymphoscintigraphic pattern nor the use of quantitative studies is able to differentiate between primary and secondary lymphedema. Although quantitative methods of evaluation may be a useful tool, qualitative analysis of the images shows a high sensitivity and specificity.\textsuperscript{36}

\textbf{Prognostic value of lymphoscintigraphy for lymphedema assessment}

Szuba et al. found, in women undergoing therapy for post-mastectomy lymphedema, that the state of the lymphatic function before therapy correlated with the final result of manual therapy.\textsuperscript{19}

Therefore, when a postsurgical lymphoscintigraphic study in patients with breast cancer who underwent lymphadenectomy depicts disturbances of lymphatic drainage, the risk of upper limb lymphedema increases. Women with axillary lymph node clearance and radiation therapy who present an impaired lymphoscintigraphy several months after therapy can be considered at risk of developing arm lymphedema. Therefore, postoperative lymphoscintigraphy is a useful tool to select those patients with an increased risk of developing limb lymphedema. The importance of a good and early diagnosis of this group of patients may result in the implementation of the best approach to decrease the risk of lymphedema.\textsuperscript{17,37}

In this group of patients, the degree of lymphatic functional impairment prior to the therapy, as assessed by lymphoscintigraphy, correlates inversely with manual therapy results.\textsuperscript{38}

Similarly, in patients with stage I extremity lymphedema, lymphoscintigraphy can predict the long-term response to physical therapy. In this regard, the visualization of a main lymphatic vessel without collateral lymphatic vessels has been reported to be the best predictor for a favorable response, as it has been the case with persisting lymph node visualization 4 hours after radiocolloid administration.\textsuperscript{39,40}

Lymphoscintigraphy may also be used to predict the risk of developing lymphedema. In fact, in patients who have been operated for breast cancer, abnormalities of lymphatic drainage in a lymphoscintigraphy obtained after surgery increase the risk of developing upper limb lymphedema.\textsuperscript{41}

Moreover, functional lymphatic changes detected by lymphoscintigraphy after external beam radiation therapy can predict the development of upper limb lymphedema. Recently, lymphoscintigraphy, including single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)/computed tomography (CT) of the axillary region, has been employed to evaluate the impact of including, as target volumes in the radiation treatment plan, the lymph nodes involved in arm drainage that might affect lymphedema.\textsuperscript{42}

\textbf{Lymphatic mapping and sentinel node approach}

Numerous tumors spread their metastases to regional lymph nodes, including melanoma, breast, oral, gastrointestinal, and gynecologic and urogenital cancers. Lymphatic involvement is the most important prognostic factor in many malignant tumors. Staging depends on this involvement, and it usually implies important decisions related to adjuvant treatment. Some imaging diagnostic methods (CT, magnetic resonance imaging, ultrasound, etc) have been applied to rule out nodal involvement, but, despite their use, they are not accurate enough to avoid invasive techniques. For example, lymphadenectomy has become a classical diagnostic tool in breast cancer staging. Regional lymph nodes were harvested and studied for pathologic processing of lymphadenectomy specimens to search for metastases. Until the 1990s, prophylactic lymphadenectomy was used for breast cancer and melanoma; this approach put a high number of patients at risk of complications related to this surgical intervention, including lymphedema and infection. Due to the associated morbidity and some major limitations, more conservative methods have been developed with the intention to avoid lymphadenectomy.

Cabanas initially coined the SLN concept in 1977 when he used lymphangiography to assess patients with penile cancer.\textsuperscript{43}

For many years, lymphoscintigraphy was used in patients with melanoma to guide surgeons to the most likely nodal basin that harbors metastasis, especially when the primary tumor
was located in regions with highly variable drainage. In 1992, Morton et al introduced the current concept of SLN mapping and biopsy in a series of patients with melanoma.44

This seminal work described a minimally invasive technique that could be used for increasing the accuracy of cancers while diminishing the morbidity. The biopsy of the SLN is able to provide accurate prognostic information, demonstrate the necessity of performing a lymphadenectomy, and select those patients for adjuvant treatment. Melanoma and breast cancers were the first clinical scenarios for SLN biopsy, although other applications have been validated since then (oral cavity, urogenital, and gynecological cancers).45–47

The concept of SLN biopsy in oncologic surgery is related to the Halstedian theory that any solid tumor drains in an orderly fashion via the lymphatic system, from the lower to the upper lymphatic stations. Therefore, the SLN would be the first node to be involved by metastasis, while a negative SLN represents that it is unlikely that other nodes located in the same lymphatic pathway will be involved. It has further been assumed that if no tumor cells are observed in the SLN, the morbidity related to lymph node dissection could be avoided. This assumption has been confirmed in clinical trials carried out mostly in patients with breast cancer or melanoma, as well as in patients with penile, vulvar, or oral cancer. As a result, SLN evaluation has become an integral component of treatment planning in patients with these tumors, particularly for staging and diagnostic purposes.48

Lymphoscintigraphy is accepted as an essential part of the SLN mapping. It demonstrates the passage of radioactive tracers through the normal lymphatic structures and displays any alternative route of flow to different lymphatic basins. Visualization of all lymph nodes located along the route of the lymph will occur, and other nodes or paths will be seen if flow has been redirected because, for example, a blockage of the normal tract. Thus, lymphoscintigraphy provides a visual roadmap of nodal locations before surgery and may depict the chronological order in which lymphatic flow reaches lymph nodes, especially when a dynamic study is performed. However, despite the experience acquired over so many decades, protocols for performing lymphoscintigraphy are not standardized yet, and remarkable differences between centers still persist.49–56

The radiotracer can move to more distally located nodes that those geographically closer to the primary tumor site, and this occurrence can only be seen by imaging.57

On the other hand, there are several issues in the clinical scenario that increase or decrease the lymphatic flow. When performing the lymphoscintigraphy, some of these factors (heat, cold, massage, and inflammation) may influence the accuracy of the lymphatic mapping. Moreover, we must keep in mind that the velocity of lymphatic flow is not the same in all regions of the body and varies depending on the area of the skin.58

Thus, the average flow in the head and neck region is 1.5 cm/min, increases to 3.9 cm/min in the posterior trunk, and is higher in the forearm and hand with 5.5 cm/min. When the lymphatic flow goes faster, more second-echelon nodes beyond SLN are visualized. Second-echelon nodes are more frequently observed in the groin than in other parts of the body, due to the highest velocity of lymph seen from the lower limb (10.2 cm/min).

Lymphoscintigraphy for SLN mapping must be extremely accurate and reproducible. In this sense, some studies have addressed this issue in several different malignancies. Thus, in patients with melanoma, a good relationship (84%–96%) between two separated lymphoscintigraphic explorations has been demonstrated.59–64

Tanis et al elegantly demonstrated a 100% concordance between two lymphoscintigraphies in 25 patients with breast cancer.65 The same excellent reproducibility was achieved in penile cancer.66 Lymphoscintigraphy predicts the coordinates of the SLN to the surgeon before dissection and provides more confidence in the subsequent handheld gamma probe localization. When tracer flows through lymphatic vessels or lymph nodes are delayed, some SLNs may not be detected with imaging (this circumstance depends on several clinical situations, injection procedures, and node status). However, some of them can be found during surgery by the gamma probe.67

Because the SLN concept is applied for different tumors, various imaging protocols are used. Lymphoscintigraphy imaging should start as soon as possible (especially in fast lymphatic flow superficial tumors, ie, melanoma and skin malignancies, oral cavity tumors, and vulvar and penile cancer) because the tracer can quickly reach the SLNs. Early images may display the lymphatic channels, which can be followed to the SLN and subsequently marked on the skin surface as a guide for surgery. The visualization of multiple lymph channels can identify several different SLNs (Figure 2).68–70

Lateral and oblique images may provide information about the depth of the SLN, but currently, the introduction of SPECT/CT has revolutionized the imaging scenario. The functional information provided by SPECT can be combined with the morphological information from CT in the same session. The final SPECT/CT fused images depict SLNs in an anatomical environment allowing a helpful map for surgeons.
SPECT/CT has been used in patients with melanoma and breast cancer with infrequent or complex drainage. Furthermore, SPECT/CT is of great importance to accurately localize lymph nodes located in difficult-to-find areas such as the pelvis and abdomen in gastrointestinal, gynecological, and urological cancers (Figure 3).71–73

SPECT/CT does not replace planar lymphoscintigraphy. It must be considered a complementary modality because SPECT/CT may detect additional SLNs. In the current protocols, SPECT/CT is acquired after delayed planar images. This sequential acquisition is of great importance to clarify the role of both modalities. For imaging interpretation, it has been reported that the major criteria to identify lymph nodes as SLNs are the visualization of lymphatic ducts, the time of appearance, the lymph node basin, and the intensity of lymph node uptake. With this information in mind, visualized lymph nodes may be classified as follows:

1. **Definitively SLNs:** This category includes all lymph nodes draining from the site of the primary tumor through its own lymphatic vessel or a single radioactive lymph node in a lymph node basin.
2. **Highly probable SLNs:** This includes nodes appearing between the injection site and a first visualized node, or nodes with increasing uptake appearing in other lymph node stations.
3. **Less probable SLNs:** All higher echelon nodes may be included in this category.

Using these lymphoscintigraphic categories is helpful for surgical decision making. Lymph nodes reported to be included in the first two categories must be removed during surgery. Less probable SLNs may sometimes be removed depending on the degree of remaining radioactivity measured by the gamma probe or the portable gamma camera during the control of the excision.74

The surgical guidance, taking into account the information given by SPECT/CT, is achieved by conventional handheld gamma probes and more recently with portable gamma cameras. This collaboration between technologies allows to refine the approach and results of radioguided surgery.75,76

**Figure 2** Patient with melanoma in right heel.

**Notes:** Importance of dynamic study for depicting lymphatic channels (A)–(C). Delayed images show inguinal nodes (D) and popliteal nodes (E). Axial fused slice of SPECT/CT showing the location of popliteal SLN (F). Popliteal 3D reconstruction (G).

**Abbreviations:** 3D, three dimensional; SLN, sentinel lymph node; SPECT/CT, single-photon emission computed tomography/computed tomography.

**Figure 3** Endometrial cancer.

**Notes:** Planar anterior image showing bilateral pelvic drainage (A). SPECT/CT data and 3D reconstruction improves the visualization of close nodes in parametrium (green arrow) (B).

**Abbreviations:** SPECT/CT, single-photon emission computed tomography/computed tomography.
The possibility to combine the radiotracers with other agents opens a new field to explore. In this sense, $^{99m}$Tc-nanocolloid has been combined with indocyanine green (ICG), a fluorescent agent for lymphatic mapping. This hybrid tracer permits the surgeons to integrate the standard approach based on radioguided detection with a portable gamma probe or camera with a new optical modality based on fluorescent signal detection. This methodology is being applied in several malignancies with a high degree of success.\(^{77–79}\) There are reports on active SLN-targeting agents, such as a multimodal imaging tracer combining $^{68}$Ga and/or $^{99m}$Tc with a near-infrared dye IRDye 800CW, a heptamethine cyanine dye that can be readily attached to biomarker-targeting molecules such as monoclonal antibodies and peptides, which enables positron emission tomography (PET)/CT and fluorescence imaging.\(^{80,81}\)

Some merits of this tracer are as follows: the dextran backbone is not a serum-derived product and may have advantages in certain countries, where albumin is not in favor; the optical reporter is covalently attached to the backbone; and there is also an active targeting motif to the SLNs. This is unlike the nanocolloid case, where indocyanine green is absorbed via intermolecular forces. Radiolabeling with 68 Ga facilitates tracking of the 800CW tilmanocept in vivo with a PET scanner. Additionally, the agent can be visualized by fluorescence and/or by a handheld radioactivity detector. This agent has shown some promises in preoperative planning by PET/CT and intraoperative guidance via fluorescence.\(^{82,83}\)

**Prognostic implications of lymphoscintigraphy for SLN mapping**

**Melanoma**

A great discordancy was observed between clinically predicted lymphatic drainage areas and the pathways depicted in lymphoscintigraphy.\(^{84}\) This is relevant, bearing in mind that the most important predictor of prognosis and recurrence for early melanoma is the status of the SLN. In one study, SLN biopsy was performed in 365 patients with head and neck melanoma. SLNs were located in 98.6% of cases (3.7 nodes removed per patient and an average of 1.6 nodal basins per patient). The SLN was metastatic in 40 (11%) patients. SLN-positive patients presented thicker melanomas, higher recurrence, and a significant decrease in overall survival in comparison with patients who had negative SLNs. After a median follow-up of 8 years, 17 out of 365 SLN-negative patients developed regional recurrence for a false-negative rate of 5.2% and a negative predictive value of 94.8%.\(^{85}\)

In another study concerning patients with head and neck melanoma, SLNs were identified in 94.7% of patients compared with 95.3%–100% detection rate in other anatomic areas. A higher number of false-negative cases was observed in those patients with primary melanoma in head and neck. A positive SLN was associated with both lower disease-free survival (53.4% versus 83.2%) and overall survival (40% versus 84%). The conclusions of that study highlighted that SLN biopsy should be offered to all patients with intermediate- and high-risk melanomas in the head and neck area.\(^{86}\)

In a German multicentric study, 2,653 patients were included. The estimated negative predictive value of SLN approach was 96.4%. The false-negative rates after 1 year, 2 years, 3 years, 5 years, and 10 years were estimated to be 2.5%, 4.6%, 6.4%, 8.7%, and 12.6%, respectively. Factors that increase the potential false-negative results were older age, fewer SLNs excised, and head or neck location of the melanoma. Compared with SLN-positive patients, the false-negative cases presented lower survival. SLN-positive patients presented a nodal basin recurrence rate at 5 years of 18.3%. The recurrence rates for axilla, groin, and neck were 17.2%, 15.5%, and 44.1%, respectively. Local relapse after lymphadenectomy was higher with older age, head, or neck location of the melanoma, ulceration, central metastasis into the SLN, and >2 lymph node involvement. False-negative cases were associated with fewer SLNs excised. Thus, lymphoscintigraphy played a key role for ascertaining all potential SLNs.\(^{87}\)

Some studies were undertaken to assess whether imaging from lymphoscintigraphy could predict a higher false-negative rate if only the nodes with highest uptake were removed. In one of them, Ho et al assessed 67 patients. All lymph nodes with radioactivity >10% of the most radioactive nodes were harvested. In 13 out of 67 (19%) patients, the most radioactive lymph node was not involved, while a less radioactive node presented metastasis. Imaging by lymphoscintigraphy presented in this study is as follows: sensitivity 31%, specificity 91%, positive predictive value 44%, and negative predictive value 85%. Therefore, it seems that lymphoscintigraphy shows a high specificity and negative predictive value but lower sensitivity for detecting when the SLN will not be the most radioactive lymph node. These results foster the necessity to perform dynamic studies in the lymphoscintigraphic methodology, but the imaging protocol could certainly benefit from further optimization.\(^{88}\)

Lymphoscintigraphy depicts second-echelon nodes in many patients and SLNs that do not present the highest uptake. Luo et al evaluated the clinical significance of melanoma in SLNs that were not SLN with highest uptake.
in order to determine the risk of disease progression. A total of 1,575 SLNs were analyzed in 475 patients. Ninety-one patients (19%) had positive SLNs. Of these, 72 (79%) presented metastases in the most active SLN. In 19 cases with involved nodes (that were not the hottest SLN), counts varied from 26% to 97% of the hottest node. In patients with negative SLNs, 11% developed metastases beyond the lymph node basin and 3.4% recurred in the basin. Thus, removing only the most active SLN would be a false-negative node in 19 of 475 (4%) of all patients and 19 of 91 patients (21%) with positive SLNs. The authors emphasized the importance of removing the less hot nodes, as depicted in preoperative lymphoscintigraphy.99

The advent of SPECT/CT may improve these figures from the planar lymphoscintigraphy.89 Stoffels et al studied the lymphatic mapping in 254 patients (149 with SPECT/CT). In the SPECT/CT group, more SLNs per patient were depicted in comparison with the standard group (2.40 versus 1.87; P<0.001). Positive SLNs per patient was significantly higher in the SPECT/CT group than in the standard group (0.34 versus 0.21; P=0.04). The local relapse rate in the SPECT/CT cohort was lower than in the standard cohort (6.8% versus 23.8%; P=0.03), which prolonged 4-year disease-free survival (93.9% versus 79.2%; P=0.02). The authors stated that the use of SPECT/CT is of great value compared with SLN alone and it was associated with a higher number of metastasis detection and an increase in disease-free survival.91

Moreover, Veenstra et al previously demonstrated the importance of adding SPECT/CT to classical lymphoscintigraphy. They studied 35 patients with melanoma scheduled for wide local excision and SLN biopsy. All underwent conventional lymphoscintigraphy and SPECT/CT. The images provided by SPECT/CT showed the same 69 SLNs as planar images in all 35 patients. However, SPECT/CT depicted eight additional SLNs in seven patients (20%). In two of these patients (5.7%), SPECT/CT showed nodes in additional nodal basins that were subsequently explored to detect the extra SLNs. This additional information provided by SPECT/CT was helpful in eleven patients (31%).92

Breast cancer

Lymphoscintigraphy was demonstrated to be of utmost importance for accurate and satisfactory SLN retrieval during surgery in the ALMANAC trial. The authors found that the success of SLN biopsy decreased when there was nonvisualization of lymphatic nodes on the preoperative lymphoscintigraphy. The SLN was located during surgery in 98% of patients who had SLNs previously visualized on lymphoscintigraphy. In patients without SLN visualization on previous lymphatic scan, the SLN identification rate during surgery decreased to 90%. Moreover, intraoperative SLN identification using only the gamma probe was higher in the group with positive lymphoscintigraphy visualization than in the group without SLN depiction on preoperative images (95% versus 68%).93

The axillary lymph node status is currently one of the most important prognostic factors in breast cancer. However, nodal involvement outside the axilla may be observed in up to 56% of these patients.94 Lymphoscintigraphy shows lymphatic drainage outside the axilla, especially to the inner mammary nodes (IMN), in 20%–30% of patients with breast cancer, when intratumoral or peritumoral tracer injections are used (Figure 4).95,96

With intraparenchymal injection technique, IMN drainage can be frequently observed, but subareolar injection, which improves axillary node detection, rarely show IMN uptake.97 Most of IMN metastases have axillary involvement at the same time, but up to 10% of patients may present IMN metastases exclusively. This issue is classified as stage N3, and it has been associated with a potential increase in distant metastases and, subsequently, a decrease in overall survival rates.98,99

Several studies found that breast cancers located in medial areas of the chest had a worse prognosis compared with breast cancers located in lateral areas. It was believed that this worse outcome could be related to untreated IMN metastases, which are more frequent in medial breast cancers.100,101

In studies, where biopsy was performed for IMN due to the presence of an SLN on lymphoscintigraphy, metastases were detected in 8%–27% of patients. However, a great majority of surgeons are reluctant to perform IMN SLN retrieval because of difficulties in the surgical approach and the lack of convincing data for survival benefit.101

Nevertheless, two studies showed that IMN retrieval improved breast cancer staging and a better 5-year survival after selected radiotherapy and systemic therapy.102,103

In several studies, including a total of 3,876 patients with SLN biopsy, parasternal drainage was demonstrated in 792 patients (20.4%). Successful IMN SLN biopsy was performed in 644 patients, and a positive SLN was obtained in 111 cases (17.2%). Of these positive SLNs, 40% had the primary cancer located in the lateral breast quadrants. Importantly, in patients without axillary involvement, the IMN SLN biopsy was positive in 7.8% of cases. On the contrary, in patients with metastatic SLN in axilla, the IMN SLN biopsy was positive in 41% (P<0.0001). Thus, patients with IMN drainage on
lymphoscintigraphy and a positive axilla SLN have a high risk of occult IMN. These women should be considered for extended radiotherapy in the parasternal area.\textsuperscript{104}

**Prostate cancer**

Lymphoscintigraphy and SPECT/CT are essential for predicting the lymphatic drainage from prostate cancer. In many cases, early-appearing lymph nodes seen as single on planar images are displayed as two or more separate lymph nodes in different basins by SPECT/CT, thereby increasing the number of nodes considered as SLNs. In other cases, intense lymph node uptake in a lymphatic basin seen on fused images may correspond to a cluster of SLNs as depicted on the CT of the SPECT/CT. Thus, SPECT/CT can depict more SLNs than planar images, and in one series, an average of 4.3 SLNs on SPECT/CT versus 2.2 SLNs on planar images was reported in 46 patients; 44% of the SLNs containing metastatic cells were visualized by SPECT/CT fused images only.\textsuperscript{105} Meinhardt et al found that lymphoscintigraphy and SPECT/CT identified SLNs outside the area of extended pelvic lymphadenectomy in 31% of cases. These SLNs were found in different locations: para-aortic, para-rectal, behind the common iliac artery, presacral, Cloquet’s node, inguinal, lateral to the external iliac artery, and in the abdominal muscular wall.\textsuperscript{106} The SLN rate outside the lymphadenectomy area increases in patients previously treated with radiotherapy or surgery for prostate cancer to an 80% in comparison with a 34% for untreated patients.\textsuperscript{107,108}

**Penile cancer**

In penile lymphoscintigraphy, the dorsal lymphatic channels of the penis are observed first, immediately after radiocolloid injection. The pattern of visualization most frequently observed (80%) is bilateral to both inguinal regions. This pattern is, however, asynchronous in nearly 66% of the patients, and late SLN uptake of the contralateral side is only visualized on delayed imaging.\textsuperscript{109} Drainage from the injection site occurs, in a majority of patients, through one or two lymphatic channels, leading to visualization of one or two SLNs in each groin. The main advantage of SPECT/CT is its possibility to distinguish inguinal from iliac nodes. The SLNs are generally located in Daseler’s superior and central inguinal zones, which are cranial to and directly overlying the saphenofemoral junction, respectively. Higher tier lymph nodes were also located in these inguinal zones and in the pelvic region. These findings suggest that the extent of inguinal lymphadenectomy could be reduced to the removal of the superior and central inguinal zones. This surgical approach may decrease the postoperative morbidity associated with the procedure.\textsuperscript{110}

**Vulvar cancer**

Similar to urologic malignancies, gynecologic tumors spread regionally to the pelvic lymph nodes with high frequency. Functional imaging techniques allow this potential lymphatic spread assessment, and they are often used for a better staging of gynecologic malignancies.\textsuperscript{111}
Lymphoscintigraphy is helpful in vulvar cancer, especially when several SLNs are visualized. The correlation between SLNs observed on the lymphoscintigraphy and those excised during surgery showed good agreement in some studies and are not good enough in others. However, some nodes located on unexpected lymphatic areas can be missed due to the lack of a lymphatic map of the tumor. Using SPECT/CT additionally to lymphoscintigraphy, Collarino et al demonstrated that SLNs in 93% of the cases are located in the medial and central inguinal zones of Daseler. However, a 7% lymphatic drainage is observed on the lateral areas of the groin, with SLNs in some cases located at a distance of various centimeters from the medial zones.\(^\text{72,112}\)

Bilateral drainage is expected in vulvar tumors placed on midline or until 2 cm from the midline; this means that a lack of drainage to one of the two sides of the inguinofemoral regions requires further actions to ensure the bilateral drainage (repeat injection of the tracer or SPECT/CT). Lateralized vulvar tumors are considered an exception when located in the major labia, 2 cm away from the midline. In these cases, unilateral drainage is accepted, but if bilateral drainage is found, all SLNs must be removed, including those on the contralateral region (Figure 5).\(^\text{113,114}\)

The results obtained in the GOG173 and GROINSS-V trials demonstrated that SLN approach must be offered to a selected group of patients with vulvar cancer (tumor size \(<4\) cm and clinically negative groins).\(^\text{115,116}\)

However, one important question is a matter of concern: which patients would undergo unilateral SLN biopsy with a great degree of confidence? For some authors when vulvar tumors are located in midline zone, a complete inguinofemoral lymphadenectomy is mandatory in the groin where SLN is not observed.\(^\text{117,118}\)

Coleman et al studied 234 patients with vulvar cancer who were included in the GOG173 trial. Lymphoscintigraphy showed bilateral drainage in 22% of tumors located in lateral area, 58% of tumors in areas close to midline, and 70% of midline tumors. No contralateral metastasis was observed in patients with close-to-midline tumors, and unilateral drainage was depicted only in four of 32 (12.5%) patients with midline tumors. Therefore, SLN biopsy might be safely performed only in this side in patients with lateral, close-to-midline tumors, and ipsilateral drainage on lymphoscintigraphy.\(^\text{119}\)

**Cervix cancer**

In cervical cancer, the SENTICOL study confirmed the suitability and utility of SLN biopsy in this malignancy (early stages). SLN detection was successful in >95% of cases, with bilateral drainage and SLN retrieval in 76% of patients. The false-negative rate was 8.0% in the complete group of patients and 0% among those with bilateral drainage and SLN retrieval. The rate of bilateral detection was higher in younger patients.\(^\text{120}\)

Importantly, a less number of SLNs were retrieved during surgery in those cases with unilateral drainage seen on preoperative lymphoscintigraphy. Therefore, the detection of fewer SLNs during surgery, or of SLNs at fewer sites, compared with lymphoscintigraphy might increase the false-negative rate. The combination of lymphoscintigraphy and SPECT/CT may decrease this risk. Unilateral SLN detection, large tumor size (\(>20\) mm), and location of node metastases in the parametrium are associated with a higher risk of false-negative results. In SENTICOL study, although the SLN detection rate was lower by lymphoscintigraphy than by surgical procedure, the remarkable number of SLNs visualized by lymphoscintigraphy in unusual pelvic or abdominal areas provided valuable guidance during surgery.\(^\text{121,122}\)

In conclusion, if the SLN is not found during lymphoscintigraphy or surgery, standardized pelvic lymphadenectomy

\[\text{Figure 5} \text{ Vulvar cancer.} \]
\[\text{Notes:} \text{ Central lesion (A). Unilateral right drainage in the early image (B). Bilateral drainage with a very faint SLN in the left groin in the delayed image (C).} \]
\[\text{Abbreviation: SLN, sentinel lymph node.} \]
should be performed instead. Therefore, in cervical cancer, if the SLN is detected only on one hemipelvis, systematic lymphadenectomy should be performed on the other side.\textsuperscript{123,124}

**Endometrial cancer**

In endometrial cancer, the normal pattern of lymphatic drainage includes pelvic and para-aortic lymph nodes. Visualization of para-aortic lymph nodes is very low in the case of cervical injection (only up to 11\% of cases and without exclusive para-aortic SLNs have been reported).\textsuperscript{125}

On the other hand, with myometrial, subserosal, or fundal injection, visualization of para-aortic lymphatic drainage increases remarkably, with 16\%–25\% of para-aortic exclusive SLNs.\textsuperscript{126}

In the SENTI-ENDO trial, lymphoscintigraphy and SLN biopsy detected involved nodes in 11\% of cases with a potential difference in 3-year survival of 11\%. In the subgroup of patients with low-risk lesions, positive SLNs were the only ones that contained metastases suggesting the therapeutic effect of SLN biopsy. However, the risk of para-aortic lymph node recurrence when micrometastases are detected on pelvic SLN cannot be forgotten, and it justifies the possibility of para-aortic lymphadenectomy. In patients with undetected SLN on lymphoscintigraphy, recurrences were intraoperatively observed in 28.6\% of cases. When SLN was detected, the recurrences diminished to 12.6\%.\textsuperscript{127}

Bilateral detection rates are improved when two injection agents (such as blue dye and radiotracer) are used in combination or SPECT/CT is added to planar lymphoscintigraphy.\textsuperscript{128,129}

As in cervical cancer, a failed lymphoscintigraphic and intraoperative mapping may lead to a situation in which SLNs are not identified and requires a complete or unilateral lymphadenectomy to exclude disease.\textsuperscript{130,131}

Cormier et al proposed the following algorithm: when only unilateral mapping was achieved, a contralateral pelvic lymphadenectomy and en bloc parametrectomy must be performed in all cases. They found 87.5\% patient-based sensitivity and 92.6\% side-specific sensitivity. These figures increased to 100\% when parametrectomy was added and no false-negative results were reported.\textsuperscript{132}

Finally, the application of lymphatic mapping for SLN detection must be based on the risk of metastases in the patients. Therefore, in low-risk patients, metastatic involvement of SLN is expected in 1\%–5\% of cases. The only argument for performing lymphatic mapping in this group might be its upstaging, based on the result of SLN pathologic analysis.\textsuperscript{125,133–135}

On the contrary, SLN involvement in the intermediate- and high-risk group is high (17.8\% and 21.1\%, respectively). These figures warrant the indication for accurate staging, and lymphoscintigraphy plus SLN biopsy may solve this need.

Moreover, there is another theoretical advantage of lymphatic mapping and SLN biopsy: radical lymphadenectomy...
could be avoided in nearly 80% of these latter subgroups of patients.\textsuperscript{136}

Oral cavity cancer

Lymphatic nodes in the head and neck area include 250–300 lymph nodes that are located in various nodal groups. This high lymph node density is a great drawback for the accuracy of the lymphatic mapping and SLN biopsy (Figure 6).

Another important explanation of the drainage variability in this area depends on the location of the primary tumor. For these reasons, lymphoscintigraphy and SPECT/CT are mandatory when lymphatic drainage is explored not only to identify SLNs but also to detect more SLNs in the proximity of the tumors or when aberrant locations exist. Some critical areas for drainage visualization, due to the little distance between the injection site and SLNs, are levels I/II for oral cavity cancer (especially floor-of-mouth) and level II and the parotid area for periauricular melanomas or posterior oral cancers (Figure 7).

SLN biopsy is an alternative method to neck lymphadenectomy in patients with early (T1 or T2) oral cavity carcinoma. This approach may limit the associated morbidity and improve cosmetic outcome. Unfortunately, these lower sensitivity rates are reported for floor-of-mouth cancers as compared with other oral subsites: 80%–86% versus 94%–97%, respectively.\textsuperscript{137,138}

Currently, the National Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines stated that sufficient caution must be taken when offering SLN biopsy, particularly in the floor-of-mouth cancer.\textsuperscript{139} The close spatial relation between the injection site and the SLN results in a lower identification rate in lymphoscintigraphy and intraoperative location due to the shine-through effect. SPECT/CT and portable gamma cameras can improve visualization of the relation of SLNs to some important structures, which allows easier, quicker, and safer removal of these nodes.\textsuperscript{140–142}

Conclusion

In conclusion, lymphoscintigraphy is the cornerstone for lymphedema evaluation and lymphatic mapping for SLN biopsy. Consistent use of a chosen technique that includes $^{99m}$Tc-labeled tracer and imaging allows a thorough vision of lymphatic vasculature and the depiction of all nodal basins and SLNs. This latter scenario is likely to yield an elevated

---

**Figure 7** Importance of SPECT/CT in very complex drainage areas (head & neck).

**Notes:** Right pre-auricular melanoma (A), dynamic (B), early (C), and delayed (D) images show a very challenging drainage. SPECT/CT reconstructed data (E) allow visualizing a very faint retromandibular node (green arrow), very close to the injection tracer site.

**Abbreviation:** SPECT/CT, single-photon emission computed tomography/computed tomography.
identification rate and avoids a significant false-negative rate in breast cancer and other solid tumors. In regions with complex drainage, the addition of SPECT/CT improves the results by detecting additional SLNs in the vicinity of the primary lesions. On the other hand, SPECT/CT is able to provide specific anatomical landmarks to be recognized during the surgical act. Due to this visual information, the paradigm in the SLN approach gradually evolves to “see, open, and recognize.”
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